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  Objectives 

Work in innovative environments, contributing with my experience and knowledge and searching 

opportunities to learn new technologies. Looking for an opportunity to work abroad. 

   
  Experience  

System Analyst / Software Developer july-2012 to now 

• Legal interception software development mainly in C++ and python. The softwares use many 

different communication protocols and standards like CORBA, SOAP, ROSE, ASN.1, BER, SSL and so 

on. All the services are very processor-intensive and should be optimized at maximum. We use 

boost, ACE/TAO to make network communication and thread handling easier. 

• Development of emulator software to simulate the network elements server in order to test the 

client-side software ( since we don’t have the element to make tests ) 

• Maintenance in legacy code 

• I have worked with NEs from Ericsson, Alcatel and Nokia. 

• Receiving HI1/HI2/HI3 information from many different NEs. 

  

BluePex Security Solutions feb-2010 to jun-2012 

Worked in many different projects  to this company. Ranging from C/C++ to Java to C#.: 

• IM Control: It’s software that intercepts, manages and monitors instant messaging packets at 

network level. IM Control intercepts each IM (such as MSN/ Windows Live Messenger) packet that 

is sent by the internal users, and is able to change packet contents so it can send auditing 

messages, block messages based on the content of the message, change the contents of a 

message, write transferred files through IM networks and so on. The product has a file repository 

that stores all the files transferred by MSN/WLM users. It’s written in C++ with a Java (Swing) tool for 

adding users, generating charts and reports and so on. Several big companies in Brazil are using 

this software. 

• Skype Agent: it’s a complement for the IM Control product. The skype agent is a software that runs 

on Windows machines and intercepts Skype messages doing some filtering, changing the 

contents of the message and synchronizing that information with IM Control server. It was 

developed in C# so it is windows-only. 

• BPANT:  it’s a Linux-based two-tiered solution that makes linux administration very easy. The 

frontend tier is a Java/JSF administration user interface that makes XML-RPC calls to the C++ tier. 

The backend tier is a C++ software that receives XML-RPC requests and process those requests 



making changes in the system’s configuration files and running commands like 

iptables/ebtables/squid. The software is responsible for maintaining Linux services up and running. 

This software has the following features: Firewall, Load Balance, Failover, E-mail, Networking, 

System configuration, User management, LDAP, Instant Messaging, DNS, backup 

• CRM Software: it’s a JSF application that manages the invoices, opportunities and prospects of the 

company. It’s possible to control the number/value of prospects, what are the best resellers, the 

average time from prospect to the deal and so on. The resellers also use the software for adding 

prospects, checking they revenues, etc. 

IM Control Systems jan-2005 to jan-2010 

I was the founder of IM Control Systems, a pioneer company in the Instant Messaging management in 

Brazil. At the time of 2005 only 4 companies were providing this kind of software worldwide ( 3 of them in 

US ). The initial version was developed in Delphi/Kylix and after ported to C++ and Java. As the owner and 

only developer of this company, my responsibilities were more than just programming. I was the company 

manager so I had to split my time between programming and running the business. This small company 

was capable to sell to big companies in Brazil like Magazine Luiz, Unibanco, WEG and Datasul ( now part 

of TOTVS ). 

Because the company was in a small city in the country-side and we were unable to hire good C++ 

developers, in 2010 I decided to sell the company to BluePex Security Solutions and started working in the 

software’s maintenance since then. 

Plaszom Zomer Indústria de Plásticos  aug-2002 to oct-2004 

In this company I was software developer and Oracle DBA. I had the opportunity to work in a big 

company and learned some new technologies such as Oracle Database, Caché and MUMPS. I’ve 

helped to create many softwares in Delphi like: CRM,  MRP and ERP. Also some factory automation 

software. When I started many of the companies’ softwares were based in MUMPS. Latter on we migrated 

all that to Intersystems Caché Database that is close in syntax to MUMPS. With Caché we were able to re-

create the software using a relational database like Oracle. I made the object-relational mapping 

between Caché database and Oracle Database using an unixODBC connection. I’ve also developed 

several data importing and exporting routines to get the legacy data to the new database. 

I’ve also participated in the development of some PHP-mysql sites and portals. 

I was also a part-time SCO Unix and Linux administrator in the company 

   
  Education 

Graduated in Software Analysis and Development jan-2008 to jul-2010 

Technologist in Software Analysis and Development by UNITINS/EADCon. This course treats analysis, 

project and development of software based on object orientation mainly with Java and C/C++. 

Uptime Consultants – English Classes sep-2011 to now 
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Advanced English classes ( grammatical and conversation ). 

Globalcode/VOffice – Java Web Developer Academy jul-2008 to nov-2009 

This was a very complete course about Web development with Java technologies. The entire course was 
124 hours and we’ve introduced to technologies like Servlets, JSP, Struts, JSF, Design Patterns for web 
development, Jasper Reports, Hibernate, etc. 

Globalcode/VOffice – Java Programmer Academy jan-2006 to apr-2006 

IPTrust – Linux Systems Administration jul-2004 to nov-2004 

Senior Sistemas – Oracle Database Administration feb-2004 

   
  Certifications 

• Sun Certified Java Programmer 

• Sun Certified Web Components Developer 

• Linux Professional Institute – Level 1 

 
 
  Languages 

• Brazilian Portuguese ( Native ) 

• Advanced English. IELTS Scores: 

o Listening: 6.0 

o Reading: 8.0 

o Writing: 6.0 

o Speaking: 6.5 

 

 
  Technical Skills: 

Programming: Expert C, C++, Java, Bash. Good with Perl, PHP, HTML/XML, CSS, Javascript, 

 Caché/MUMPS, C# .NET, Clipper 

Databases: Oracle 8/9/10, MySQL 4/5.x, Firebird, PostgreSQL 

Platforms: Unix, Linux ( Arch linux, Fedora, Debian, CentOS, RedHat AS ), FreeBSD ( 5, 6, 7 and 8 



 ), Mac OS X, Windows 

Tools: Net Beans, Eclipse, Visual Studio .NET, GIT, Subversion, CVS. 

   

 


